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Test Drives

Out for a Spin
In the Deep South, Porsche debuts 
a fun, interactive driving experience 
B Y  L A R RY  B L E I B E R G

E ver wonder what it’s like to put a turbocharged 
sports car through its paces on a twisty track, or to test 
your driving skills on a roadway as slippery as soap? 
At the new Porsche Experience Center in Atlanta, 
tackle a 1.6-mile driving course with off-road hills 

steeper than 45 degrees, spin out and learn to regain control on a 
water-slicked, polished concrete surface, and more.

“If you’re not having fun doing this, we think there’s something 
wrong with you,” says Brian Cunningham, the center’s chief 
driving instructor.

The purpose-built center and its track provide an interactive 
component to the German automaker’s new North American 
headquarters, a curvy futuristic glass building near Hartsfield-
Jackson Atlanta International Airport. While Porsche and 
other car companies run driving schools at racetracks, this 
center focuses less on speed and more on handling. Its various 
three-hour programs combine education with joyriding 
in the company of an instructor, usually one with a racing 
background. Or simply compare the performance of pretty 
much the full line of Porsche models on what amounts to a 
supercharged test drive on the track. Prices begin at $300.

Off the track, diversions include a restaurant 
with track views run by a chef who trained 
with Thomas Keller at the French Laundry in 
California’s Napa Valley, a gift shop offering 
everything from golf shirts to a $5,000 leather 
office chair fashioned from a Porsche 911 seat, 
and a simulator where six drivers face off on 
electronic versions of famous racetracks.

But the souped-up video game can’t match 
the excitement outside. The center’s most 
unusual component — a hydraulic kick 
plate embedded in a track surface — thrusts 
a moving car’s back wheels to the side, 
mimicking icy conditions. It’s the only one of 
its kind in North America, and drivers usually 
spin down the roadway the first time they 
encounter it. But after a few runs, they learn 
to countersteer sharply in the direction of the 
thrust to regain control, a lesson that may prove 
a lifesaver on a wintry drive down the road.

Porsche will soon debut similar operations 
near Los Angeles and Shanghai. The first 
opened in Silverstone, England, in 2008.  
888-204-7474; porschedriving.com

Just passing 
through 
Atlanta?
By year’s end, 
Porsche plans 
to provide 
transportation 
from tarmac 
to track within 
minutes for 
those on a  
long layover  
at Hartsfield.
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